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Post-cruise report for R/V Gyre cruise 04G05:

Sperm Whale Seismic Study S-tag 2004 cruise
(25 May - 18 June 2004)

5 July 2004

Scientific party muster forward on R/V Gyre for a group photo (photo by C. Bosworth)

Some of the sperm whales seen in Mississippi Canyon (Oregon State University photos by D. Lewer)
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Most of the scientific party gathered 18 June for a group photo.  Not present are Sarah Tsoflias, Paul
Clark, Marty Bohn, and Bill Green. Bruce Mate holds carved whale totem, which the science party
implored to bring us only light breezes and calm seas.

Most of sperm whales heard/seen this trip were in Mississippi Canyon.  Here are two Oregon State
University photos, taken by Dan Lewer, of a whale fluking up to begin a feeding dive, and of a
mother and calf pair.
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General Introduction

R/V Gyre cruise 04G05 surveyed for sperm whales in the northern Gulf of Mexico between

93.5oW and 86.5oW (Figure 1).  Our primary goal was to tag animals with satellite-tracked radio

tags (S-tags).  Tagging was done from small boats, along with photo-identification (photo-ID) and

biopsy sampling for genetic typing.  Other integral tasks for our survey effort were to

acoustically determine three-dimensional dive profiles, and to gather physical and biological

oceanographic data for characterization of the habitat in which whales were encountered.

Appendix 1 lists the 23 members of our 2004 scientific party and their tasks for the survey.

Cruise 04G05 departed Galveston, TX, at 11 PM on May 24, 2004, and returned to Galveston

at 8 AM on June 19, 2004.  We made an unplanned 48-hour port stop in Gulfport, MS, on 2-4

June, so that engine repairs could be made to our primary tag boat, and we also had a 40 hour

unplanned stop on 14-15 June to escape bad weather offshore.  For that weather stop, we

anchored in the lee of the Mississippi River delta to avoid high winds and 5-7 foot seas generated

by a tropical cyclone in the central Gulf.  Because of these two unplanned stops, the summary

narrative that follows is divided into three parts.  During Leg One, we surveyed the middle

continental slope (MCS) in the north central Gulf starting at 93.5W and working as far east as

87.5W to the head of DeSoto Canyon (DC). We then continued our survey along the eastern side

of DC, heading south to about 28N before railroad-tracking north again on a farther offshore

(deeper water) course.  For Leg Two we returned to the MCS in the north central Gulf, to survey

from the SW side of Mississippi Canyon as far east as the Petronius tower in Viosca Knoll lease

block 786. However, most of our effort during Leg Two was focused on the Mississippi Canyon.

For Leg Three, we deadheaded from our bad weather anchorage to return to the Mississippi

Canyon for one more try to tag whales there 16-17 June, before deadheading back to Galveston.

When our cruise track was seaward of the continental shelf break, we routinely monitored surface

temperature (SST), surface salinity (SSS), and surface chlorophyll fluorescence (SCF) in real time
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with a pumped, continuous flow system to show us when and where we transited river plumes

and/or thermal fronts, and we monitored conditions below the surface with Acoustic Doppler

Current Profilers (ADCPs), expendable bathy-temperature probes (XBTs), and a vertically

profiling conductivity-temperature-depth instrument (CTD).   Gyre’s Data Acquisition System

(GDAS) recorded SST and SSS data once per minute from surface water pumped from ship's hull

depth of 3.5 m through SeaBird temperature and conductivity sensors and SCF data from water

pumped through a Turner Designs Model 10 fluorometer.   Ocean current velocity in the upper

300 m and upper 1000 m was monitored continuously with RD Instruments hull-mounted 153

kHz ADCP and 38 kHz ADCP, respectively.  We dropped 70 XBTs to profile temperature in

the upper 760 m while we surveyed the MCS (Appendix 2), and we made CTD casts with a Sea

Bird Electronics SeaCat internally-recording CTD at 5 locations (Appendix 3).  We generally

dropped the XBTs every 10 nautical miles (18 km) while surveying the MCS, and every 20

nautical miles while surveying in deepwater on the eastern side of DeSoto Canyon.  We began our

survey using half a dozen Sippican T7 XBTs that we had in stock from previous cruises and then

dropped Sippican Deep Blue XBTs to complete the rest of the survey.

Because we had greatest success locating whales in water depths of 800-1000 m last summer on

cruises 03G06 and 03G07, and also because transmissions from most of the whales that had been

radio-tagged in previous summers 2002 and 2003 showed they most of the time stayed in or near

this depth range, our visual and acoustic search effort this year was centered from water depths

of 800 m to 1000 m.  However, we also searched some areas with water depths ranging from 500

m to 2200 m.  Figure 1A shows the ship track we followed for the first leg of our survey, and

Figure 1B shows the ship track we followed for Leg Two when most of our focus was on finding

and following whales in the 800-1000 m reaches of Mississippi Canyon.
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Figure 1:  Cruise tracks for  A) Leg 1 (25 May - 1 June); B) Leg 2 (4-13 June).
 Contour lines indicate 200, 1000, 2000, and 3000 m water depths.
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We searched for sperm whales both acoustically and visually as we surveyed the MCS.  We

towed either one or two hydrophone arrays, one off the port quarter and the other off the

starboard quarter of the stern, for about 350 hours as we surveyed the MCS.  BigEyes were

generally manned from 07:00 – 20:00 CDT each day, except during rain squalls or when breeze

and sea conditions exceeded Beaufort 4.  Total visual search time while we surveyed the MCS

was about 200 hours.  The Gyre carried three rigid-hull inflatable boats (RHIBs) for this cruise:

RHIB-1 (principal tag boat) was a 6.4 m Zodiac Hurricane powered by an inboard Volvo diesel;

RHIB-2 (back-up tag boat and principal photo-ID boat) was the 7.5 m MMS-owned R2 which

was re-engined for this cruise with two 4-stroke 150 HP Yamaha outboard engines; RHIB-3 was

a 4.5m Avon Searider with a 70 HP 2-stroke Johnson outboard engine.  Two RHIBs were

deployed when weather and sea conditions allowed, one for radio-tagging and biopsy/genetic

typing and the other for photo-identification and photogrammetry.  During Leg One while we

were over deepwater 25 May – 1 June to survey the MCS from west to east, we were able to

launch one or both small boats on 2 days.  On these 2 days, the tag boat encountered sperm

whales either individually or in groups of 2-9 animals.  During Leg Two while we were over

deepwater 4-13 June for survey in and around Mississippi Canyon, we launched one or both

small boats on 6 days.  During Leg Three we were able to launch only the largest of the two

RHIBs, only on 17 June.

Radio-tagging and Photo-ID and Biopsy/Genetic Typing activities were conducted in accordance

with federal permits from NOAA Fisheries (NMFS) to Oregon State University (permit 365-

1440-01), and to Dan Engelhaupt/University of Durham (permit 909-1465-01).

Survey Tracks

Before the survey began we designed a strawman cruise track to systematically cover the area

with highest number of sperm whale records (historical sightings and S-tag locations from animals

tagged in summer 2002 and summer 2003).  While we were at sea, we received updated
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information every 4 days on the locations of animals that had been radio-tagged last summer 2003

by email from Tomas Follett (OSU) and, as detailed in the sections that follow, on several

occasions we saw several of these radio-tagged animals.

We supplemented the S-tag location information we got from OSU with a nowcast knowledge of

broad-scale oceanographic conditions available from Sea Surface Height (SSH) analyses.  These

analyses are posted in near-real-time by Bob Leben to a Colorado Center for Astrodynamics

Research website (http://ccar.colorado.edu/~realtime/gsfc_gom-real-time_ssh/).

The cruise report sections that follow summarize the S-tag and the companion photo-ID work

and biopsy/genetic typing work from small boats.  A description of visual survey and monitoring

methods and the visual survey preliminary results follows.  This is followed by a description of

acoustic detection and monitoring methods, and preliminary results.  The report ends with a

summary of the (new for this year 2004) 3D acoustic tracking effort, and a synopsis of the

summer 2004 oceanographic habitat.
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Satellite-Tracked Radio Tag (S-Tag) Work from Small Boats

Bruce Mate, Joel Ortega, Mary Lou Mate, and Ladd Irvine

Our objectives for summer 2004 were to deploy up to 20 S-tags and as opportunity would allow,

to also attach B-probes. We planned to put about 12-15 S-tags on whales along the northern shelf

break in the central Gulf (where S-tags have been applied in the past) and put the rest on whales

farther offshore that may more consistently inhabit deepwater areas.  B-probe deployments of

opportunity were to allow us to acquire depth and vocalization records to be used in the design

and development of a future GPS-linked S-tags, to help resolve the possible issue of seismic

effects on sperm whales.

However, the cruise was characterized by the consistently worst weather (most unstable April-

May-June) ever experienced by Gyre Captain Dana Dyer in 34 years working in the Gulf.

Because there were only nine days in which we were able to deploy small boats during our 25-

day cruise, we dedicated all our tag boat time to S-tag at the expense of B-probe work.

In general, we followed the pre-cruise planned track line, using acoustics and visual observers

during daylight hours at <6 kts during reasonable weather. Acoustic detection was used by itself

at night and during periods of inclement daylight weather. On the latter occasions, we sometimes

traveled at higher speeds for 15-25 minutes and then dropped to low speed (2.5-3.5 kts) to listen

with greater range than could be obtained at 4-6 kt speeds. On a few occasions we transited at 8+

kts without acoustics in order to make it to a prime survey area by daylight.

Just prior to the cruise, six 2003-tagged whales with S-tags were reporting recent locations to give

us some encouragement and guidance. As we began the cruise, the number dropped to four tags,

which were reporting in the region of the Mississippi River/Delta (MRD). While we were in

transit from Texas, all of the tagged whales left the MRD; one going east to the western slope of

the DeSoto Canyon (DC), also known as the “Steps”, and three going into the Mississippi
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Canyon (MC). From a mark-recapture perspective, the high proportion of tagged whales in MC,

suggested a very high abundance of whales would be found in that region.

During Leg 1, the weather was not good as we came through the MC for the first time. After

MC, we headed east through the MRD and the Steps during the night at high speed to get to DC,

our most NE survey point. We found only three whales en route from DC to our turning point

155 km southeast of DC and only one whale during our return NW-oriented survey, which ran in

parallel to the SW survey track, but was separated by 43 km and thus, farther west in deeper

water. It was a disappointment that whales there were so scarce and we decided that the area did

not deserve further attention.

On 28 May, a 2003-tagged whale (ptt# 1385) was re-sighted. On 29 May, a tagged whale with an

all yellow antenna was photographed from the bow of the Gyre, showing that it was a 2002-

tagged animal.

Leg 2 began after an unscheduled two-day port call in Gulfport to repair the tagging vessel

(RHIB-1). During Leg 2, we surveyed the MRD area, where we found no whales, as we went SW

to the MC area. In the MC, we used the recent locations of 2003-tagged whales in the central and

eastern regions of the canyon as a template to design our survey within the MC.

We tagged a total of 8 whales in the MC area: three on 6 June, four on 10 June, and one on 17

June.  Our data summarizing the whales, tags and antenna color combinations are given in Table

1.  All of the tags were well deployed with good antenna orientation. Only one tag was located

lower than ideal and may result in fewer messages/orbit. We were successful in getting biopsies

from the first three tagged whales (two at the time of tagging and one several days later) and the

last. The others were not biopsied because (1) the tag was applied too late to provide a biopsy

target (n=2), (2) a biopsy dart stuck in the whale (n=1), and (3) a single miss.  On 7 June, a
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tagged whale from a previous year (tagged on its left side) was seen with a 2004-tagged whale (all

of those tagged on the 6th were tagged on the right side).

Between the two days of tagging, we had bad weather on all but one day, when we surveyed the

MRD to the Petronius platform, east of the Steps. This day was absolutely beautiful with

Beaufort 0 and 1 conditions prevailing. Because the tagging platform on RHIB-1 had broken, we

used R-2 and the Gyre’s RHIB (R-3) to acoustically survey 3 miles on either side of the Gyre.

This provided an acoustic detection swath width essentially 10 miles wide as we traversed the

most traditionally dependable areas (those with the highest concentration of historical sperm

whale sightings, acoustic detections and taggings) in the entire Gulf with ideal sighting conditions.

Amazingly, not a single whale was seen or heard during the 13-hour survey period. This result

was a shock to all of those on board. With no sightings in the MRD and very few in the eastern

Gulf, we returned to the MC, which was the only area where we were dependably finding

whales. Leg 2 ended as the result of bad weather forcing us to take shelter on the west side of the

MS Delta tip for two days.

Leg 3 began as soon as rough weather became navigable for the Gyre. After conducting a

nighttime box core at the head of the MC, we arrived on the morning of 16 June at the beginning

waypoint of our survey midway along the western edge of the MC in swells too large to launch

boats; these persisted all day. By mid-morning, we had found whales in the SW portion of the

canyon and stayed with them all day and all night as we moved east into the central axis of the

canyon. On the morning of the 17th, we launched the R-2 for tagging by 07:15 with both acoustic

and visual teams reporting at least 4 whales in the general area. We were successful in applying

one tag. Although this was applied at just 1.5m distance, it was the only one not to deploy

completely. It had excellent vertical antenna orientation, but the tag was exposed 11cm. One of

the 2003 tags still transmitting was similarly exposed when it was deployed. We have not re-

sighted this 2003-tag to determine if it has remained exposed or became more completely

embedded with time.
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In general, almost half of the whales we encountered during the cruise were <7.5m, below our

self-imposed limit for tagging size. Within the MC, we re-sighted two operational and one

inoperative 2003-tags, including, PTT #5710 on the last field day, which provided routine

locations in the MC throughout the entire cruise. Its tag, like the other observed 2003-tags,

looked virtually identical to the day it was applied with no swelling or tissue degradation or

scarring. All of the previously tagged whales themselves looked excellent as well, with no

outward signs of emaciation or disease. Whales that were seen with marks or scars, suggestive of

tags showed small areas of scarring, occasionally associated with a small divot and/or very limited

swelling around the immediate site. The largest of these was a ~3.5 cm scar in a small divot (up to

1.5 cm deep) with a small raised lip (up to 1/2” high) around the lost tag site.

During the course of the cruise, we used an automatic direction finder (ADF) to get bearings to

2003-tagged whales on four different occasions during their infrequent transmit cycles. Up to two

whales were heard during a single period, but each time there were circumstances which

prevented us from actually relocating the whales, mostly due to heavy sea states.

Table 1.  Synopsis of S-tag deployments, biopsy sampling, and companion photo-ID images
that were done on SWSS S-tag 2004 cruise from small boats.

PTT
N o .

Tag
N o .

Base Tip Date/Time
(UTC)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

Animal
s ize

Tag
location

(side)

Biopsy PhotoID

5660 1 Red White Jun-06-2004
14:30

28.266 -89.429 9 m Right 04060601

5670 2 Blue Yel low Jun-06-2004
15:51

28.271 -89.485 8.5 m Right 04060701

2083 3 A l l ye l low Jun-06-2004
23:00

28.247 -89.670 8.5 m Right 04060602

845 4 A l l white Jun-10-2004
17:05

28.332 -89.436 9.5 m Left

1390 5 Yel lo
w

Red Jun-10-2004
17:46

28.311 -89.433 9 m Left PM04aGM0028
*

838 6 A l l Blue Jun-10-2004
18:51

28.320 -89.394 9.5 m Right

1387 7 Black White Jun-10-2004
19:45

28.300 -89.372 9 m Left PM04aGM0037

841 8 A l l Red Jun-17-2004
20:02

28.213 -89.645 8 m Left 04061701 PM04aGM0047
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Photo-ID Work from Small Boats

Dan Lewer and Glen Gailey

During the 2004 S-Tag cruise a total of 18 sperm whale flukes were photographically captured.

Of those 18 flukes, four were 2004-tagged whale flukes, one was a 2003-tagged whale, and

another (taken as a photograph of opportunity from the bow of R/V Gyre on a day when the sea

state prevented us from launching small boats) was of a 2002-tagged whale.

Of the 2004 tags deployed, all but one (ptt#5660, red/white) were photographed on the animal

with a definitive description of tag placement and condition (for details, see Table 1 in previous

section of this report). At least two 2003-tagged animals were observed with their tags still in

place. One of these was photographed (ptt #5710), although the photo is not ideal. Three animals

with what could be considered tag scars were photographed and described. Two of these animals

were tagged with 2004 tags. We obtained a fluke photo of one of these whales, but it lacks

conclusive evidence to prove that is was indeed a previously tagged whale. Another candidate

2003-tagged whale, which we think may have been re-tagged ,was biopsied in 2003 and we

obtained a biopsy during its tagging on this trip as well. Thus, we will know from genetics if we

succeeded in re-tagging at least one whale in consecutive years. The third possibly-tag-scarred

whale was not tagged but its fluke was conclusively matched as 2003 tagged-whale ptt# 828.
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Biopsy Tissue Collection/Genetic Typing Work from Small Boats

Dan Engelhaupt

Biopsy sampling techniques were combined with satellite-monitored tagging during the 2004

Gyre “S-tag cruise” in the northern Gulf of Mexico.  A total of four skin samples were collected

during the cruise, all of which were from whales tagged with satellite-monitored tags (see Tables 1

and 2).  All tissue samples obtained are expected to provide ample material for genetic

applications.  Sub-sections of all biopsy samples taken during the cruise are being stored for a

potential stable isotope analysis to be conducted in the future.  No significantly large males

(whales that appear to be sexually and physically mature based on estimated sizes) were

encountered and therefore none were sampled.

Overall, the combination of satellite-monitored tagging and biopsy sampling was successful, but

less so than previous years due to long delays caused by weather, mechanical problems with

RHIB 1 and the late change in the pre-cruise plan.  Although we obtained a biopsy sample from

two members in one group (both of which have satellite tags to match) and one individual

member from two separate groups, we failed to collect samples from the other four S-tagged

whales due to several unavoidable factors.  Degrees of relatedness will be tested between the two

whales found within Group 1 (Table 2), allowing us to continue to answer questions on how

related and unrelated whales found within groups in the northern Gulf of Mexico maintain long or

short term associations over space and time.  The last minute change in the pre-cruise plan’s

track inhibited our primary goal to acquire samples from ‘new’ whales located in the southeast,

southwest and deepwater (>2000 meters) areas – all of which were deemed important enough to

be included in the original pre-cruise plan and can only further our understanding of population

structure in the northern Gulf.

As in previous years, this year’s satellite-monitored tagging and biopsy sampling success was

only achieved through the high levels of communication and coordination between the RHIB’s
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tagging crew, the visual team, the acoustics team and the Gyre's crew.  A sincere "thank you"

goes to Captain Dana Dyer, the crew of the Gyre, and to Deck Engineers Billy Green and Marty

Bohn for their very professional assistance with deck operations during small boat deployments.    

Table 2. Tissue samples collected during 2004 ‘S-tag’ cruise.  Sample number code gives the date
(yymmdd) followed by the consecutive number for multiple samples taken on any given day (01 to
04).

Sample # Stag
#

Tissue
Type

Group
#

Approx. # Whales in
Area

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

04060601 5660 Biopsy 1 7 28.2664 89.4285
04060602 2083 Biopsy 1 7 28.2467 89.6693
04060701 5670 Biopsy 2 8 28.0311 89.9294
04061701 841 Biopsy 3 10 28.2128 89.6449
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Visual Survey and Monitoring

Joel Ortega, Carol Roden, Deborah Epperson, Carol Delancey, Iliana Cooley,
Rhoni Lahn, and Michael Noack

A visual observation station was established on the flying bridge consisting of three stand-

mounted 25x150 “big-eye” binoculars and a data entry station.  At least three observers

maintained a continuous watch during daylight hours (07:00 – 20:00 CDT) while R/V Gyre

surveyed/tracked in water depths > 500 m during suitable weather.  A rolling watch system was

implemented such that each observer stood a 1.5 hour watch followed by 1.5 hours rest.  While

on watch observers moved between roles on the flying bridge every 30 minutes.  Two observers

scanned with big-eye binoculars while the third person entered data into the Logger program on a

laptop computer.  (Logger is a data collection and depiction program written by Douglas

Gillespie and made freely available by the International Fund for Animal Welfare to assist marine

conservation projects).  The watch order was chosen so that observers with complimentary skills

and levels of experience were distributed through the rotation.  The visual team operated in two

modes: “survey” and “tracking”. During survey mode, each observer on the big-eye binoculars

searched from 10 degrees on the opposite side of the ship to 90 degrees on their side while the

third person (data recorder) concentrated on the near field using only naked eye and 7x50

binoculars. The visual team operated in concert with the acoustic team to maximize sperm whale

detection, ‘searching’ whenever the ship followed predetermined survey tracks, with or without

the RHIBs to augment sightings or acoustic contacts.  Survey tracks were determined the evening

before as having a high probability for finding whales (i.e., searching an area or areas reported to

have a satellite-tagged whale).

Once sperm whales were sighted, the visual team switched to tracking mode. The main objective

during tracking mode was to register time, location, whale movements, and direct the small boats

towards the whales as soon as possible. Therefore, while tracking sperm whales, the observers

did not regularly scan the whole sector on their side and rather focused on the area where sperm
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whales were sighted. The recorder gathered information from the observers and acoustic team and

communicated it to the small boats. The computer program Fixin’, developed by Joel Ortega

(OSU), was used to calculate location of whales from bearing angle and reticle measurement

obtained with the big-eye binoculars. Fixin’ was also used to quickly estimate the range (km) and

magnetic heading from the boat to the whales.

The locations of all first sightings, dives (fluke-ups), and whale headings were recorded in Logger

as well as notes on any behaviors observed by the visual team and/or behaviors reported by

RHIB teams.  During tracking mode, whale and boat locations determined with the program

Fixin’ were automatically sent to Logger for data recording. Logger plots of these locations and

whale headings were used to plan vessel movements.

In tracking mode the visual and acoustic teams worked closely together.  The aim was to

amalgamate all information on the location and behavior of whales (visual data, acoustic data from

the Gyre’s arrays, and acoustic information from the RHIB boats' directional hydrophones) to

form a comprehensive view of the whales' movements and behavior.  The visual team also

requested course and speed changes from the Gyre bridge to keep the vessel in a position in

which its visual coverage of whale aggregations (which typically spread over several miles) was

optimal.  We acknowledge the valuable help from the officers on the Gyre bridge responding to

our numerous requests for course changes, while navigating the vessel safely around other

shipping and oil rigs.

For all three legs combined, the visual team searched for sperm whales on 18 days.  A total ofjust

under 200 hours were spent by the observers either on survey effort or tracking whales (Table 3,

see also Figure 2).  This cumulative effort only counts the hours when the computer recording

was operating on the flying bridge and does not count the additional time the visual observers

were on watch inside on the ship's bridge (i.e., during rain or other inclement weather).
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A total of 517 sperm whale location fixes were recorded (Table 3; see also Figure 3).  However,

many of these sightings are of the same individual when the vessel was in tracking mode.

Additionally, 23 sightings of other cetacean species  (Table 4, see also Figure 4) and 2 sightings of

leatherback turtles were recorded during the cruise.

Table 3.   Day-by-day synopsis of visual survey effort.

Day Effort (h) Sperm whale location fixes
26-May 11.6 0
27-May 12.8 2
28-May 11.4 54
29-May 11.9 23
30-May 7.5 0
31-May 9.0 2
1-Jun 7.6 0
5-Jun 10.4 4
6-Jun 13.5 49
7-Jun 12.7 70
8-Jun 12.8 52
9-Jun 12.1 51
10-Jun 12.5 75
11-Jun 12.6 50
12-Jun 12.7 0
13-Jun 3.9 1
16-Jun 12.3 21
17-Jun   11.9   63

TOTAL 199.2 517
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Figure 2 (above):  Visual survey effort (bold lines) conducted during the 2004 S-tag cruise.
Depth contour lines as in Figure 1.  Figure 3 (below): Detail of visual survey effort (red lines),
showing the location of sperm whales sighted in and around Mississippi Canyon.
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Table 4.  Sightings of cetaceans other than sperm whales.

Species Number of sightings
Risso's dolphin 5
Kogia sp. 4
Pantropical spotted dolphin 4
Bottlenose dolphin 2
Unidentified dolphin 2
Unidentified whale 2
Unidentified beaked whale 1
Clymene dolphin 1
Melon-headed whale 1
Cuvier's beaked whale 1   

TOTAL 23

Figure 4:  Sightings of cetaceans other than sperm whales during the 2004 S-tag cruise.
Species code:  bottlenose dolphins (T), pantropical spotted dolphins (A), Clymene dolphins (C),
Risso’s dolphin (G), Cuvier’s beaked whale (Z), Kogia sp. (K), melon-headed whales (P),
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Acoustic Detection and Monitoring

Tom Norris, Liz Zele, Sarah Tsoflias, and Aaron Thode

General Introduction: Hardware

The passive acoustics monitoring system consisted of two linear hydrophone arrays referred

herein as the Ecologic array (manufactured by Ecologic Ltd., UK) and the “Norris array”

(manufactured by Don Norris of BioMon, USA).  Both arrays were equipped with pressure

sensors to allow real-time depth measurements to be made. The Ecologic array was deployed

from the port side and the Norris array was deployed on the starboard side of the R/V Gyre so

that the last element in both arrays was approximately 350 from the stern of the ship.  Although

data were collected from both arrays, this report will focus on the work and preliminary results

relating to data collected from the Ecologic array system.  For details on the work associated with

the Norris array system refer to subsequent report on 3D acoustic tracking, by Aaron Thode.

Ecologic Towed Array

The active section of the ecologic array had sections consisting of 2 hydrophone elements

(Benthos AQ-4) and respective pre-amplifiers that provided 30dB gain and a 100Hz hi pass

filter.  The transducer elements were positioned 3 m apart and housed in an approximately 10 m

long polyurethane tube that was filled with isopar oil.   The hydrophone array was attached to

400m of strengthened tow cable with a hair-fairing sheath to reduce noise caused by cable

strumming.  The active section of the array was equipped with depth sensors (Keller PA-9SE-50

50bar 4-20mA sensor).

Each hydrophone array was fed via a deck cable into the acoustic acquisition system located in

the acoustics lab of the R/V Gyre (Fig. 1).  Two channels from the Ecologic array were passed to

a high-pass filter/gain breakout box (Magrec HP 27/ST).  Depth sensor data were sent from the

break-out box to a panel meter (Asahi Keiki A5000) that was used to digitize and display the
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readings.  The digitized signal was passed from the panel meter to a computer via a serial port

connection.

Norris Towed Array

A 400m 5 element towed array (developed by Biomon, as part of Aaron Thode’s 3-D passive

acoustic tracking project) was incorporated into the acoustic monitoring system as part of a

project to investigate the feasibility of passively tracking animals in 3-D.  This system included 2

pressure sensors and several pairs of closely spaced hydrophones (sub-arrays) located at the end

of the array and 200 m from the end.  A pair of hydrophones from each sub-array was used to

determine bearings to individuals for tracking and locating vocalizing sperm whales.  Signals from

the towed array were passed to the acoustic lab via a deck cable and fed into a breakout-box that

included panel meters for the depth sensors (Figure 5). Four of the hydrophone inputs were

passed through a high-pass filter (Krone-Hite Model 3944) before the signals were recorded to

digital audio hard drive.  This system is described in further detail later in the 3-D acoustic

tracking section of this cruise report.

Signal Conditioning and Recording System

Acoustic signals from the Norris array and the Ecologic array were passed to a digital audio

recorder (Alesis ADAT HD24-X0).  Both channels of the Ecologic array were also sent to an

external sound card (Sound Blaster Audigy 2NX) for digitization and recording using Logger

running on one of the laptop computers.  All signals also were sent to a 12 channel audio mixing

board (Behringer Eurorack UB1204-Pro).  The mixing board was used for signal conditioning (for

monitoring from headphones and speaker outputs) and to allow the user to select and send

different channels to selected devices (e.g. computers, speakers, etc).  A graphic equalizer was

used for additional signal conditioning for the signal sent to the external speakers for monitoring.

All recorded signals were sent “pre-mixer and pre-equalizer” so that the only signal conditioning

(beyond what occurred from the array pre-amplifiers) was high-pass filtering (usually 80 or 100

Hz corner frequency) and amplification, if any.
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Sperm whale Tracking and Monitoring

For the purposes of sperm whale monitoring, a dual hydrophone array configuration (Norris and

Ecologic array) was used to form a two dimensional directional array to eliminate the right-left

ambiguity that usually results with a single linear array.  One element of the Norris array was in

conjunction with a single element of the Ecologic array for left / right bearing determination when

actively tracking sperm whales.  The relative bearings were displayed using either Rainbow Click,

or more commonly Ishmael software.

Hydrophone tow depth was dependent upon tow speed and cable length.  With all the cable

deployed and traveling at 3.5 knots (typical tracking surveying speed) the hydrophone elements

towed at an approximate depth of 50 m.  Tow depth increased to ~ 100 m when the ship slowed
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to 1.5-2 knots.  During transit, the R/V Gyre maintained a speed of 6 knots resulting in a tow

depth of approximately 20m.  These data were digitally displayed on a panel meter and

automatically logged using a Labview interface developed by Eddie Webb. Hydrophone tow

depths did not directly affect system performance other than related to noise from the R/V Gyre,

and when animals were close to the array.

Software

Signal acquisition, processing and data-logging software consisted of “Rainbow Click”, “Logger”

(by Douglas Gillespie International Fund for Animal Welfare) and “Ishmael” (written by Dave

Mellinger of NOAA/PMEL Newport, Oregon).  Rainbow Click and Ishmael provide real-time

signal acquisition, processing, signal display and bearing-to-source determination capabilities.

Rainbow Click and Ishmael were used primarily to monitor hydrophone signals, calculate

bearings-to-source (sperm whales), and display bearing tracks of animals.  Rainbow Click

calculates bearings to individual sperm whale clicks, using the time delay of clicks arriving at the 2

hydrophone elements of a single array.  This information is displayed on a time-bearing plot with

different colors used to represent potentially different animals.   Logger was used for acoustic,

location, and environmental data acquisition and display as well as providing tracking capabilities.

Logger also acquired GPS data, displayed tracks of the research vessel and automatically plotted

bearings to animals. Ishmael provided real-time spectrographic display capabilities as well as the

capability to automatically calculate bearings and plot the bearing-time history sperm whale

clicks.  “Whaltrak” was used with Ishmael to plot user selected bearings to whale sources as well

as the ship track.  All three programs ran continuously during monitoring.

Passive Acoustic Monitoring, Surveys & Tracking

A team of 3 - 4 bio-acoustic personnel provided 24 hour acoustic monitoring while underway.

Acoustic monitoring was conducted during standard sperm whale surveys (coordinated with

visual survey effort), and when searching and tracking sperm whales for tagging purposes.

Logger was set up to automatically record acoustic data (48 kHz sample rate) for 1 minute every
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15 minutes.  The bio-acoustician on watch also listened during the same 1 minute period with a

headset to monitoring the pair of hydrophones from the array being recorded.  This

recording/monitoring scheme coincided with an acoustic data form that was filled out by the bio-

acoustician on watch.  During survey and passive whale tracking the estimated group size of

sperm whales was estimated, the relative loudness of cetacean vocalizations and relative loudness

of seismic survey and other noise were scored and entered into the Logger program.  Continuous

recordings were made (48 kHz sample rate, 2-channels) of all acoustic signals of interest (e.g.

sperm whale clicks, codas and creaks, dolphins whistles, unusual biological or anthropogenic

sounds).  All acoustic data from logger were stored to hard disk (Maxtor Drive E) and backed up

on a second hard drive (Maxtor Drive F).  Additional data forms (e.g. survey effort, acoustic

recording settings) were completed by bio-acousticians as needed.

Once detected, sperm whales were tracked using the Rainbow Click/Logger (RC-L) or

Ishmael/Whaltrak (I-W) software combinations.  The main purpose of this procedure was to

provide the visual and the tagging team with information about the bearings and, when possible,

distances to vocalizing sperm whales.  To achieve this, the bio-acoustics team utilized the tandem

arrays and RC-L and I-W software running on the two different computers.  One array and

associated computer station was used to determine horizontal bearings to the source (this

measurement was right-left ambiguous) and the second array and computer station was used to

resolve the left/right ambiguity.  When only a few animals were being tracked (e.g. < 5), it often

was possible to differentiate which group of sperm whales was on which side of the ship (by

correlating bearing plots on each computer).  Using this technique, it was possible to determine

the bearing and direction of sperm whales relative to the array without having to turn the ship (as

is necessary when using a single array).  In addition, the cessation of clicking for individuals or

groups of sperm whales being tracked was noted, and this information was passed on to the

visual team (cessation of clicking usually is an indication that an animal or group of animals is

coming to the surface).
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A range spreadsheet developed by Aaron Thode calculated the intersection of two bearing using

the forward and rear pairs of hydrophones on the Norris array (Figure 6).  This allowed  animal

locations to be determined nearly instantaneously from a short series of clicks.  These methods

greatly enhanced the ability of the acoustic team to locate and track individual animals, which

provided greater ability to guide the RHIBS to animals for the purpose of tagging.

Figure 6: Geometry of tandem array for finding range of animal.  If the bearings between the
arrays are different, the range to the animal can be triangulated.

Night-time effort was conducted both to survey for concentrations of sperm whales and to track

large (> 4-5) group through the night so that the visual and tagging team were in the area to work

with them in the morning.  Night-time surveys frequently consisted of transiting along

predetermined survey transects .  All detections of sperm whales and other cetaceans were

recorded in Logger and an Excel spreadsheet.  This information was used to determine areas of

high whale density for planning tagging activities.

Acoustic Tracking Results

Approximately 350 hours of acoustic monitoring/surveying were completed during 20 days at sea

(Table 5).   At least 31 unique acoustic contacts of sperm whales (i.e. geographically separate

groups of animals) were made (Table 6; see also  Appendix 4).  In some cases groups were

tracked for several hours, so groups may have merged or split.  During night time surveys, 12

Rear Bearing
Forward
Bearing

whale

200 m
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detections of unique sperm whale groups (21% of the total of detections) were made at night.  In

addition to monitoring for cetacean vocalizations, the presence of anthropogenic noise was noted.

In addition to the sperm whale detections, approximately 25 acoustic detection of odontocetes,

delphinids, or other unidentified cetaceans were made (Appendix 5).

Air-gun surveys were heard during 99 (7.3%) of a total of approximately 1350 one-minute

listening periods every 15 minutes (Table 7; see also Appendix 6).  All of these were west of

89.5W.  Only two sperm whale groups were detected when seismic activity was detected,

representing 3.5% of the total sperm whale groups detected acoustically.  However, these data

are likely biased by sampling effort and lack of a systematic/random survey design and are not

intended to imply any causal relationship.

Over 6.92 gB Rainbow Click files and approximately 50 Ishmael autolog files were written to the

hard drive.  These files are created by the Rainbow Click and Ishmael during signal acquisition

and can be used to replay or post-process bearing versus time of sperm whale click series.  A

total 1385 acoustic files were written using the Logger software (Table 8).    These are formatted

as “.wav” files at 48 kHz sample rate (24 kHz bandwidth) and 2 channels.  For each 15 minute

listening period a one minute “Autorec” file was automatically written and saved automatically

by Logger (during pre-determined sampling periods, or manually selected periods).

Approximately 1141 one- minute autorec files (~13 gB) were written.   In addition, 244

continuous recordings (30 Gb) were manually recorded to archive various sperm whale, dolphin

whistles, anthropogenic noise and other sounds.  Finally, approximately 200 hrs of continuous

recordings were made to the ADAT Hard Drive recorder in addition to the samples above.  These

recordings are summarized by Aaron Thode in the next section of this report.
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Table 5.  Synopsis of Acoustic Effort

Description Quantity

Total hours of effort 350.36
Number of workable days 20
Full days of effort 11
Partial days of effort:    9 *
Total days of effort 20

* = days were considered "partial" if < 20 hours of effort

Table 6.  Synopsis of Acoustic Detections

Description Number of
detections

% of total
acoustic

detections

% total of
sperm whale

detection

Total acoustic detections 57 100
Unique sperm whale  (SW) detection 31 54.4
SW detection occuring at night 12 21.1 38.7
SW detection occuring during seismic activity 2 3.5 6.5

Table 7.  Summary of detection of seismic activity on SWSS S-tag 2004 cruise.

Date Begin End Position at Begin Time Position at End Time
Time

(UTC)
Time

(UTC)
Latitude

(N)
Longitude

(W)
Latitude

(N)
Longitude

(W)

5/26/04 04:17 12:15 27°26.20' -93°19.22' 27°26.95' -92°38.14'
5/26/04 21:15 To 5/27 27°29.36' -91°53.12'
5/27/04 From 5/26 14:04 27°41.46' -90°42.80'
5/27/04 19:15 19:44 27°49.46' -90°22.70' 27°50.31' -90°20.30'
5/28/04 11:20 15:16 28°09.34' -89°35.99' 28°07.66' -89°30.49'
5/29/04 07:45 09:45 27°49.85' -89°52.51' 27°54.31' -89°51.32'

Table 8.  Summary of acoustic recordings on SWSS S-tag 2004 cruise.

Description No. of files % total files Total gB

Auto recordings 1141 82.4 13
Continuous recordings 244 17.6 30
Total 1385 100 43
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Recommendations for Acoustic Survey and Monitoring in Summer 2005

Recommendations for future surveys are given below.  A priority is to better integrate the

acoustic tracking and geographic display system with the visual tracking system.  Significant

progress was made on this effort by Glenn Gailey (TAMUG) and Joel Ortega (OSU) during the

last few at sea days this year 2004. We strongly recommend additional time (salary) effort that is

required to accomplish complete integration of the acoustic and visual tracking system be

supported by Year4 funding so that such a system will be completed in time for future surveys.

1) Integrate acoustic and visual tracking and geographic display software. Improve

geographic display capabilities of acoustic software (e.g. Whaltrak and/or Logger)

incorporating some of the features that were included in the beta-software developed by

Glenn Gailey and Joel Ortega.

2) Add the capability to have a remotely controlled acoustic station (or a portable acoustic

station) located on the flying bridge. Remote control can be accomplished by purchasing a

Belkin Omni -view KAT5 KVM extender with CAT5 cable.

3) Provide a list of prioritized and specific goals for the acoustic data so that sampling, data

collection and ancillary data can be collected as needed (e.g. codas should be correlated

with a particular group or individual (if possible), photo-ID’s and biopsy samples).

4) Increase the bandwidth (frequency response) for at least one hydrophone on the array to

allow high-frequency data to be collected if needed (e.g. from odontocetes such as pilot

whales, delphinids, and possibly beaked whales).

5) Calibrate the entire Ecologic acoustic system?  Should calibrated measurements of noise,

received levels, or other information be required, it will be necessary to calibrate the

Ecologic array(s) and associated system.  This should be done before components are

replaced or changed.
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6) Repair the Ecologic Array #2 (the one spooled on the outside of the storage winch reel).

There is a loose/bad connection near the pre-amp (or else the pre-amp is going bad) which

needs to be repaired before beginning the summer 2005 cruise.

7) Provide hardcopies of datasheets on clipboards for entering some data such as effort and

acoustic detection logs.
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Three-Dimensional Acoustic Tracking

Aaron Thode

In 2004 a new towed acoustic array was deployed from the starboard side of the R/V Gyre during

the S-tag cruise, to test various algorithms for acoustically tracking sperm whales in range and

depth.  When used in conjunction with the Ecologic array deployed on the port side, a full three-

dimensional fix should be possible.

The new array was designed and built by Don Norris of Biomon, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA.  The

Dual Aperture array, or Norris array, is an 8 sensor, 440 m towed underwater hydrophone

system. It is composed of two sub-arrays in tandem, a forward and an aft array, interconnected

by an in-line pair of underwater connectors. Each array has three acoustic sensors separated by

one meter from each other and one pressure sensor located about 5 ft in front of the leading

acoustic sensor in each array subsection. The two arrays are separated by about 200 m length

(from the #3 or tail hydrophone in the front array measured to the pressure sensor in the aft

array). The tail of the array (the aft section) has a disconnectable 70 ft drogue (restricting line

type).

The front of the leading array is terminated in a 37 pin shell type in-line connector that mates to a

similar connector on a topside breakout box. The topside breakout box contains a 15 volt power

supply for the hydrophones, two Omega DP 41 Process indicators for the pressure sensors,

power switches for the two indicators and a power switch for the hydrophone power supply,

and 6 output BNC connectors for the six acoustic sensors. The breakout box uses standard 120

VAC 60 Hz input power.  At first we were concerned that using AC line power instead of a DC

battery might contaminate the signal, but these fears proved to be unfounded.

Data from two hydrophones in the forward array and two hydrophones in the rear array were

filtered using a Khron-hite model 3944 filter/amplifier before being recorded onto an Alesis
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ADAT HD24XR hard disk digital recorder, along with two channels from the Ecologic array.

Thus a total of six hydrophones were sampled at 96 kHz and stored in 24 bit WAV format.  The

start time of each recording was entered into both an Excel spreadsheet and the Acoustic Team

Microsoft Access database.  At first the signal was not filtered or amplified, but beginning on

June 1 the signal was high-pass filtered above 100 Hz to eliminate potential DC and high-

amplitude line noise.  Beginning on June 13 (Song 18 HD 5) an additional 20 dB of gain was

added before recording.

The two pressure sensors were sampled by two process indicators in the breakout box, and both

a digital LED display and a serial port signal were produced.  The serial port signals, sent at 9600

baud, odd parity, and 1 stop bit, were sampled by a dedicated laptop.  The serial ports were first

sampled using Hyperterminal between May 28 and June 4.  In the meantime, Eddie Webb wrote

a Labview program to timestamp the sampled array depths.  The program was used starting June

4 and was used for the rest of the cruise.

The array was initially deployed without any additional weight on the cable, but it was found

that the forward array was being towed too shallow to detect surface reflections needed for range-

depth fixing.  Thus more weight was added to the cable in two stages:  on May 30 a 15 lb. anchor

chain was taped about 30 ft forward of the forward pressure transducer, and on June 4 three

shaped lead weights (borrowed from the Pascagoula MS NMFS lab) were attached forward of the

anchor chain, for an estimated total of 30 lb. of weight added to the cable.  The resulting tow

depth for the forward array was 30 m at 3 knots, and the rear array at about 55 m depth, which

was judged to be acceptable.

Brief timeline of events

The array was shipped to Galveston TX three days before cruise departure, where it was

discovered that a deck cable connector had not been built into the array.  With the assistance of

Eddie Webb, a section of the forward array cable was cut to form a deck cable and a cable
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connector mailed by Don Norris was built.  From May 25 through the 28th we worked on getting

the depth acquisition system up and running.

On May 27 the array hit a longline, causing superficial surface damage to the rear pressure

transducer and one of the rear hydrophones.  A hook was found embedded in the rope drogue,

which was subsequently removed.  The rear pressure transducer was streamlined, and no further

incidents were experienced through June 17.

On May 30 ship noise from the Gyre was used to align the Ecologic and Norris array cable

lengths so that left/right ambiguities could be resolved without turning the vessel.  We found that

the arrays would often collide whenever ship speed changed suddenly, or during sharp turns, and

particularly during both.  No sustained damage from the collisions was visible on either array.

By May 30 data of sufficient quality for eventual 3D tracking was being collected, and by June 4

the array setup attained its final form.  Over the next two weeks a dive computer was attached to

the forward and rear arrays to confirm the accuracy of the pressure transducers.  Beginning June

13 digital inclinometers were also attached to the array cable to collect data for testing a variant of

the 3-D tracking algorithm.

One June 11 a simple technique for obtaining whale slant range was tested.  By measuring the

bearings to an animal simultaneously from the forward and rear arrays, the distance to the whale

could be triangulated (Figure 7).  On this day a single whale was tracked and the tagging boats

were placed within 500 m of the surfacing animal.  The ranging algorithm was made into a

spreadsheet that became a standard part of the acoustic watch.

We also gained experience on how to tow the arrays as deep as possible while maintaining ship

steerage.  We found that having the ship face into the swell worked well, as was moving with the

current on measured with the ADCP.  On June 13 the arrays were towed at their deepest depth
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yet—120 m on the rear array.  The Gyre seems to be most acoustically quiet at about 600 engine

rpm.

Figure 7: Demonstration of how tandem array can be used to estimate range of animal at fast
tow speeds.  Every so often, the acoustic detection software is switched to monitoring the
forward array, instead of the rear array.  If the bearings between the arrays are different, the range
to the animal can be triangulated.

As of June 16, 180 hours of data have been recorded.  Data were recorded whenever dolphins or

sperm whale clicks were audible.  Total data volume was about 1 Terabyte.  Attempts to extract

some 3D tracks have begun.
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Oceanographic Habitat

Doug Biggs and Alyson Azzara

The SSH map for 21 May 2004 that we viewed pre-cruise indicated that surface currents over

the middle continental slope (MCS) should be on margin near 93-92W and off margin near 89-

88W, along the western and eastern margins, respectively, of a clockwise-rotating warm-slope

eddy (WSE) with long axis elongated W-E along the MCS from 92-89W.  That 21 May 2004

SSH analysis further indicated that to the east of the WSE we should move into a counter-

rotating (cyclonic) circulation, as shown by the region of SSH anomaly from –15 to –20 cm over

the MCS from 88.5W to 86.5W.  In deepwater south of the MCS, the SSH analysis indicated the

northern boundary of a large deepwater  anticyclonic (clockwise) Loop Current eddy (LCE)

reached to about 27N in the eastern Gulf.  This letter-T-in-the-alphabet LCE  has been named

“Titanic Eddy”.  The altimetry indicated this LCE-T, which had begun to pinch off from the

Loop Current in early-May 2004, was still attached as of 21 May and that the northern portion

that was expected to break away had an SSH anomaly of > 50 cm.

We expected that the surface currents running clockwise around the WSE outside the interior

region between 91.5W to 89.5W would entrain the low salinity, higher chlorophyll shelf water

near the mouth of the Mississippi River and transport this "green" water to the east and off the

margin between Mississippi Canyon and the west side of DeSoto Canyon.

Subsequent SSH analyses for 26 and 31 May, and for 3, 8, and 10 June were emailed to us at sea.

All of them showed but minor variations on this same general geometry for the eddy field in the

northern GOM.  The cyclonic circulation in DeSoto Canyon intensified a little (SSH anomaly

that had been –15 to –20 cm eventually reached –20 dyn cm over a large area of deepwater

DeSoto Canyon by 10 June), but the location of the northern edge of Titanic Eddy remained

south of 27N in the eastern Gulf, and the eastern edge of the elongated WSE would be found

between 90W and 88W.
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Data from our flow-through system, XBT drops, and CTD stations confirmed there was on

margin flow along the MCS near 93W and off margin flow between 90W and 88 W.  Figures 8-10

summarize SST, SSS, and SCF during Leg One.  Between 92.5oW and 89.8oW, SSS was generally

> 35 and the water appeared azure blue in color; SCF in this "blue" water generally was less than

85 mvolts, equivalent to < 0.15 µg CHL/L.  In contrast, in “green-brown” water area of off-

margin flow on the east side of the WSE, SCF reached 800-1200 mvolts, equivalent to 5-12 µg

CHL/L.

When we first crossed the green-brown water off-margin flow during our survey from west-to-

east on 29-30 May, it extended 89.7-88.6W (Figures 8-11).  In the core of the brown water, SST

averaged 1C greater than adjacent water, SSS dipped as low as 31 psu, and SCF was elevated to

800-900 mvolts.  We recrossed this off-margin flow one week later, during our return survey as

we worked from east-to-west on 5-7 June.  From 5-7 June, the green-brown water extended

89.65-88.75W (Figure 12).  In the core of the brown water, SSS now dipped as low as 23 psu and

SCF was elevated to 1200-1300 mvolts.

During daylight on 6 June, we came across windrows of freshwater aquatic plants in the core of

the brown water off-margin flow.  Floating clumps of water hyacinths and pickerel weed

appeared to be quite freshly exported out to sea, since some clumps we gaffed and brought

aboard were green and turgid (Figure 13).  We recrossed the off-margin flow two more times,

another week later as we worked our way west-to-east during daylight on 12 June and then

deadheaded back again during the night of 12-13 June (Figure 14).  During these crossings, SSS in

the core of the green-brown water dipped to 27-29 psu.  However, this time SCF only reached

150-200 mvolts, equivalent to 0.8-1.5 µg CHL/L.  The windrows of freshwater vegetation were

still present, but by 12-13 June all of the windrows were brown rather than green in color, and

the individual clumps of water hyacinths we gaffed were quite wilted.
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Temperature versus Longitude (Leg One)
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Figure 8:  Along-track sea surface temperature (SST) measured during Leg One.
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Salinity versus Longitude (Leg One)
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Figure 9:  Along-track sea surface salinity (SSS) measured during Leg One.
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CHL Fluorescence versus Longitude (Leg One)
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Figure 10:  Along-track surface CHL fluorescence (SCF) measured during  Leg One.
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Figure 11:  Our 1st transect across the low-salinity, brown-water periphery of the warm-
slope eddy was done 29-30 May. Salinity (top), CHL fluorescence (middle), and shiptrack
(bottom) are plotted versus longitude.
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Figure 12:  Our 2nd  transect across the low-salinity, brown-water periphery of the warm-
slope eddy was done 5-7 June.  Salinity (top), CHL fluorescence (middle), and shiptrack
(bottom) are plotted versus longitude.
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Figure 13:  We transited windrows of floating freshwater vegetation on 5 June.
Deborah Epperson holds a big clump of water hyacinth and pickerel weed that
she gaffed and brought aboard as we passed through this floating vegetation.
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Figure 14:  Our 3rd transit across the low-salinity brown-water periphery of the warm-slope
eddy was done 11-13 June. Salinity (top), CHL fluorescence (middle), and shiptrack (bottom) are
plotted versus longitude.
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Property-property plots of SCF versus SSS in the green-brown off-margin flow show that in

most of the entrained river water, there are straight-line relationships which indicate conservative

mixing of low SSS, high SCF water with a high SSS and low SCF endmember (Figure 15).

However, in the sharpest SSS gradients there was generally more SCF than would be predicted

from simple dilution.  For example, the top panel of Figure 15 shows a “hot spot” of locally high

SCF from 30-32 ppt, and the bottom panel of Figure 15 shows another “hot spot” of locally high

SCF near 33 ppt.  We provisionally attribute these enrichments to new primary production that

is apparently being driven by cross-isopycnal mixing in the high velocity, high vertical shear WSE

periphery.

At none of the six CTD stations done on this cruise was subsurface salinity >36.5 in the upper

200 m.  Because such high subsurface salinity (i.e., salinity > 36.5 in this subsurface maximum) is

the diagnostic signature for Subtropical Underwater (SUW) of recent Caribbean origin, it is clear

that the upper 200 m of the WSE  had been well-mixed with surrounding GOM water since its

formation in April 2004 when a warm filament extended north from and then separated from the

Loop Current.  Figure 16 documents that at CTD 2 in the interior of the WSE there is no SUW,

and from an aerial plot of 15oC depth versus Longitude (Figure 17), it can be seen that 15C in the

WSE does not extend any deeper than 300 m in the region 92-89W.  In contrast, the 15C water in

the DeSoto Canyon area to the east of 88W is domed upward to < 200 m.  Below the 10-14 m

thick lens of surface freshwater on the western side of the DeSoto Canyon, the 15C depth domed

to as shallow as 168 m, which is indicative of strongly cyclonic circulation.

Habitat Synopsis:  Whales were heard/seen during Leg One and Leg Two in both green-brown

water and in blue water environments.  Most of the encounters were in Mississippi Canyon, at

or near the mixing zone between blue water and the green-brown water off-margin flow there.  In

contrast, relatively few whales were encountered east of 88.5oW, a region where cyclonic

circulation extended from due south of the Mississippi River delta and continued to the head of

and down the east side of DeSoto Canyon.
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Figure 15:  CHL fluorescence (y-axis) versus salinity (x-axis) from 5-6 June (Top) and
6-7 June (Bottom).
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15C depth versus Longitude 04G05
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Figure 16:  TS plot for CTD-2, done 27 May in the interior of the WSE.

Figure 17:  Composite of 15C depths from XBTs dropped on Leg 1 + Leg 2.
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Figure 18:  Composite plot of Sea Surface Temperature (SST) during Leg 2.
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Figure 19:  Composite plot of Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) during Leg 2.
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Figure 20:  Composite plot of Surface CHL Fluorescence (SCF) during Leg 2.



Appendix 1:  List of S-tag 2004 cruise participants

Oceanography: Doug Biggs (Field Party Chief)
Alyson Azzara                          

Tagging crew: Bruce Mate (tagging)
Mary Lou Mate (video)
Ladd Irvine (boat driver)
Dan Engelhaupt (biopsy/genetic typing)
Joel Ortega (visual team coordinator, tagging)

 Photo-ID crew: Daniel Lewer
Glenn Gailey

Visual Observers:  Carol Roden
  Deborah Epperson
  Rocio Cooley 
  Carol DeLancey
  Rhoni Lahn
  Michael Noack

Acoustic Team: Thomas Norris (acoustic team coordinator)
Aaron Thode (3-D passive acoustic tracking)
Sarah Tsoflias
Elizabeth Zele

TAMU Techs: Paul Clark (Electronics Tech)
Eddie Webb (Electronics Tech)
Bill Green (Deck Engineer)
Marty Bohn (Deck Engineer)



Appendix 2:  XBT stations on S-tag 2004 cruise.

XBT
No.

Date Time
(UTC)

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

15C depth
(m)

sfc temp
(°C)

sfc salin sfc fluor
(mvolts)

extracted CHL
(ug/L)

1 26-May 06:37 27° 25.4' 93° 08.9' 197 26.4 35.61 79 0.09
2 09:34 27° 26.3' 92° 52.8' 202 26.1 36.35 75 0.08
3 13:12 27° 27.2' 92° 32.4' 214 26.4 36.16 79 0.10
4 15:00 27° 27.7' 92° 20.3' 187 26.4 36.06 77 0.10
5 18:34 27° 28.5' 92° 05.6' 194 26.5 35.77 79 0.10
6 21:02 27° 29.2' 91° 54.4' 201 26.7 35.98 79 0.09
7 23:05 27° 30.8' 91° 43.2' 204 26.9 35.78 83 0.10
8 27-May 01:03 27° 32.3' 91° 32.4' 204 26.3 35.88 79 0.07
9 03:10 27° 33.9' 91° 21.7' 197 26.5 35.56 78 0.07
10 06:23 27° 35.8' 91° 10.5' 202 26.5 35.65 81 0.09
11 09:20 27° 37.3' 90° 59.3' 206 26.6 35.66 80 0.10
12 12:24 27° 40.7' 90° 48.7' 240 26.7 36.08 81 0.11
13 15:17 27° 43.7' 90° 37.9' 264 26.4 36.21 76 no sample
14 17:57 27° 47.2' 90° 27.2' 303 26.3 36.06 76 0.07
15 19:50 27° 50.5' 90° 19.8' 294 26.4 36.12 76 0.07
16 21:55 27° 53.6' 90° 09.2' 285 26.6 36.11 77 0.06
17 23:22 27° 59.6' 89° 56.9' 242 26.6 36.21 80 0.08
18 28-May 00:39 28° 04.7' 89° 46.6' 222 26.6 34.80 91 0.12
19 03:55 28° 12.7' 89° 40.9' 241 26.8 33.12 97 0.12
20 14:10 28° 07.0' 89° 33.2' 230 26.7 34.57 87 0.16
21 23:07 27° 57.9' 89° 41.9' 218 26.9 35.02 88 0.12
22 29-May 05:45 27° 49.5' 89° 48.0' 239 26.8 36.25 78 0.08
23 30-May 01:49 28° 15.1' 89° 40.9' 241 27.3 33.13 95 0.15
24 03:02 28° 19.9' 89° 30.7' 239 27.0 34.00 100 0.20
25 04:14 28° 24.9' 89° 20.8' 226 27.3 31.06 813 5.03
26 05:27 28° 29.1' 89° 10.2' 243 27.6 32.24 328 1.65
27 06:41 28° 34.6' 89° 00.2' 202 27.5 32.87 645 4.78
28 07:52 28° 39.8' 88° 50.4' 202 27.8 31.57 455 3.08
29 09:11 28° 45.1' 88° 40.2' 165 27.3 35.58 106 0.16
30 10:31 28° 50.3' 88° 30.3' 202 26.9 36.42 97 0.10
31 11:49 28° 55.3' 88° 20.3' 202 27.1 36.17 94 0.12
32 13:05 29° 00.1' 88° 10.2' 200 27.1 36.42 72 0.12
33 14:34 29° 05.2' 87° 58.6' 212 27.1 36.43 75 0.12
34 20:37 28° 59.3' 87° 59.3' 212 27.3 35.89 78 0.10
35 23:37 29° 06.8' 87° 38.3' 214 27.2 36.21 75 0.10
36 31-May 01:40 29° 12.5' 87° 28.5' 228 27.3 36.36 75 0.09
37 05:08 29° 03.5' 87° 23.5' 211 27.4 36.39 79 0.08
38 07:36 28° 55.9' 87° 16.2' 222 27.4 36.40 80 0.07
39 09:59 28° 48.0' 87° 09.2' 237 27.4 36.37 78 0.09
40 12:23 28° 40.0' 87° 02.2' 224 27.5 36.35 83 0.11
41 16:34 28° 32.8' 86° 55.0' 223 27.9 36.36 75 0.12
42 19:56 28° 24.8' 86° 48.3' 225 27.9 36.27 77 0.10
43 22:16 28° 15.3' 86° 40.9' 251 27.9 36.26 79 0.10
44 1-Jun 00:55 28° 04.8' 86° 32.3' 188 27.9 36.33 75 0.09
45 04:10 28° 05.9' 86° 49.4' 207 27.9 36.38 75 0.09
46 07:17 28° 06.6' 87° 06.6' 194 27.8 36.40 77 0.09
47 10:38 28° 19.2' 87° 18.0' 184 27.5 36.40 74 0.11
48 13:38 28° 31.3' 87° 27.8' 218 27.6 36.37 73 0.11
49 17:21 28° 45.3' 87° 39.2' 218 27.8 34.92 79 0.12
50 5-Jun 07:27 28° 59.4' 88° 14.6' bad probe 27.5 34.32 86 0.14
51 11:47 28° 50.4' 88° 35.2' 194 27.4 34.70 97 0.33
52 23:16 28° 46.0' 88° 48.7' 186 27.8 32.16 233 2.14
53 6-Jun 01:56 28° 43.4' 89° 00.0' 178 28.2 28.19 411 3.40



Appendix 2 (continued): XBT stations on S-tag 2004 cruise.

XBT
No.

Date Time
(UTC)

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

15C depth
(m)

sfc temp
(°C)

sfc salin sfc fluor
(mvolts)

extracted CHL
(ug/L)

54 6-Jun 07:00 28° 22.8' 89° 05.1' 194 28.0 28.50 737 8.81
55 14:28 28° 16.1' 89° 23.3' 265 27.6 33.00 332 3.40
56 22:51 28° 13.8' 89° 41.6' 239 27.8 35.56 84 0.15
57 7-Jun 01:53 28° 21.1' 89° 42.9' 224 28.2 35.97 78 0.09
58 11-Jun 23:55 28° 08.5' 89° 48.0' 220 28.6 35.84 77 0.10
59 12-Jun 21:05 28° 51.0' 88° 33.5' 209 29.7 31.59 106 0.30
60 13-Jun 00:04 28° 53.1' 88° 16.3' 197 29.2 35.78 75 0.09
61 02:57 28° 46.9' 88° 21.8' 194 29.0 34.02 85 0.12
62 04:08 28° 42.1' 88° 32.5' 200 29.2 32.82 87 0.10
63 05:39 28° 37.7' 88° 42.8' 200 29.5 32.65 91 0.12
64 07:16 28° 33.0' 88° 52.8' 195 29.2 31.09 107 0.18
65 08:45 28° 28.5' 89° 03.1' 189 29.5 31.08 124 0.37
66 10:20 28° 23.0' 89° 12.6' 184 28.8 35.99 79 0.18
67 12:37 28° 20.7' 89° 20.8' 202 28.4 35.90 78 0.12
68 14-Jun 09:03 28° 27.2' 89° 24.5' 191 28.3 36.11 78 0.10
69 16-Jun 10:58 28° 32.3' 89° 49.8' 225 28.1 33.37 194 1.15
70 12:38 28° 20.8' 89° 49.8' 214 27.8 31.53 326 2.26

Appendix 3:  CTD stations on S-tag 2004 cruise.

CTD
No.

Date
(2004)

Time
(UTC)

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

15C depth
(m)

sfc temp
(°C)

sfc salin sfc fluor
(mvolts)

extracted CHL
(ug/L)

1 26-May 02:44 27° 28.6' 93° 21.2' 205 26.1 35.31 80 0.07
2 27-May 16:06 27° 45.3' 90° 33.9' 273 26.3 36.30 77 0.09
3 30-May 15:56 29° 06.7' 87° 49.9' 198 27.1 36.43 75 0.12
4 4-Jun 22:27 29° 27.4' 88° 15.1' n/a 27.0 33.56 210 1.27
5 9-Jun 02:08 28° 17.2' 89° 28.8' 214 28.0 35.93 77 0.10



Appendix 4.  Acoustic detections of unique sperm whale groups.  Only groups separated geographically by > 4km or by >1-2 hours were recorded as unique groups.

Date
Best estimate* 
of group size

CST first 
detection Lat Deg Lat Min Long deg Long min

CST last 
detection Comments

27-May 2 13:08 27 48.23 90 25.05 13:46 only a couple of animals heard briefly

5/27-28/04 >5 20:48 28 11.33 89 40.87 10:09 group starts off with only a few animals and increases in group size through time
5/28-29/04 >5 11:03 27 51.61 89 48.05 12:23 group temporally close to last one, but distinct

29-May 3-5 3:14 27 51.20 89 52.36 17:06 picked up 1 animal then another later, group size gets larger at around 1550
29-May 3 17:39 28 5.24 89 43.08 0:30 initially heard one whale
30-May 1 19:51 29 10.47 87 31.87 20:05 initially heard one whale
30-May 1 20:44 29 12.66 87 28.21 20:51 initially heard one whale
30-May 1 21:25 29 9.30 87 27.70 0:15 only one whale present, which fell silent as we approached
31-May 3 8:37 28 35.37 86 58.35 12:42 initially heard one whale

5-Jun 2 4:38 28 53.41 88 24.86 5:08 One or 2 whales heard we did not divert course
5-Jun 2 6:54 28 50.50 88 32.90 ~11:40 Detection made after Bridge sighted whales / animals not very vocal / visual team saw up to 5 whales.

          Having issues with the array so it was difficult to track them
6-Jun 3 2:13 28 21.94 89 6.86 7:35 detection made after we slowed from 5 to 3 knots after a cruise ship passed us.

         Group is spread out and we traveled back and forth between them
6-Jun 4-6 9:40 28 19.50 89 12.49 ~11:40 following same group as previous entry / some more animals may have joined or were detected.

         This group had weird whistle, very brief, please review logger comments
6-Jun 2-3 17:35 28 13.20 89 40.47 18:51 converging on group that small vessels are listening too
6-Jun 2 19:33 28 20.20 89 40.93 21:25 Possibly same group as above but if so very spread out
6-Jun 5-6 21:45 28 20.58 89 41.79 23:50 New Group but relatively close to previous group; clicks tapered off around 2125 then pick up again at 2145 and

         traveled with us for quite some time, weren't far behind the ship until 2350.
         Decided to leave the group and continue to new waypoint

7-Jun 1-2 2:00 28 5.68 89 47.17 Same as next groupheard after slowing to 3 knots
7-Jun 4-6 4:00 28 2.61 89 52.25 Same as next groupcontinuous dropping in and out of old/new animals / started circling back to southbound track
7-Jun 2-4 6:00 28 4.61 89 47.66 ~15:00 deteted about 5 nm away! Almost  where we departed original trackline to circle.  Difficult to tell where

          this group end and next one begins, seems like continuously getting whales, going to say this group
          ends where next group begins

7-Jun 4 15:00 28 6.70 89 46.50 ~17:15 visual first sighted, picking up as we close in on animals
7-Jun 5-6 18:24 27 58.81 89 55.40 22:00 we crossed the shipping lane (at speed) and now are hearing whales again
8-Jun 3 7:48 28 19.82 89 32.74 14:40 visual team sighted animals first / group appears very spread out
8-Jun 3 15:26 28 18.54 89 32.99 ~15:40 driving by group of animals at 6 kt on way to satellite encounter.
8-Jun 6 15:50 28 15.04 89 33.44 20:05 satellite-tagged group.  Going off effort for the night, so encounter was ended.  
9-Jun 3-4 8:25 28 15.93 89 2.40 Same as next groupAnimals were orignially sighted by visual team before we deployed the arrays and began effort
9-Jun 3-4 14:00 28 22.10 89 22.45 Same as next groupreaquiring animals after 180 turn
9-Jun 4-6 20:00 28 20.14 89 17.45 Same as next groupthis is a sub-group of a larger aggragation - hard to distinguish were one ends and begins

10-Jun 4-6 7:10 28 20.78 89 20.58 6:10 have been tracking the same large group/aggregation since yesterday 
11-Jun 1-2 6:10 28 14.77 89 34.32 continues into next groupdetected  new group to the SW of the previous one we have been tracking for several days
11-Jun 1 15:00 28 2.10 89 38.80 17:16 a good coordinated visual/acoustic track of a single animal-but it spooked on approach
11-Jun 1 17:35 28 8.23 89 42.02 17:51 a single small animal that the RHIB apparently sighted / sped up to 6 knots and passed animals
11-Jun 2 18:01 28 7.09 89 45.78 19:16
11-Jun 2 20:00 28 22.60 89 77.96 21:12 heard a single animal / see whaltrak printout on compaq
13-Jun 3 13:45 28 18.06 89 26.31 1400 we were passing through to waypoint two when these three were spotted by visual.  Only head a little from

            them, first few codas, then loud close clicks and then 10 minutes of clicks at about 170 deg
13-Jun 1 18:17 28 10.48 89 36.16 ~18:45 just one very faint click series heard - was not able to locate animal

6/13-14/04 >5 18:53 28 15.98 89 34.67 0:46 Detected this group > 5km away.  This might have been same group as earlier - but I think they were probably
           separate groups. later reacquired this group

6/16-17/04 >5 12:13 27 58.59 89 46.04 12:10 Started as very faint, turned port to find this group of many whales; followed until about 2150, but still have
          faint clicking ahead-turned into several animals, loud clicking by about 2330

Total Detections = 37

*Best estimate of group size:  if more than 5 whales detected, value is given as ">5"



Appendix 5.  Acoustic detections of cetaceans other than sperm whales.

Date Species

Best 
estimate* of 
group size

GMT first 
detection Lat Deg Lat Min Long deg Long min

GMT last 
detection Comments

26-May unid. dolphin >3 5:40 27 25.31 -93 12.25 7:26
26-May unid. dolphin >3 9:27 27 26.33 -92 51.61 9:56
26-May Stenella attenuata >3 17:46 27 28.30 -92 9.34 18:10
26-May unid. dolphin >3 22:03 27 30.12 -91 48.55 22:15
27-May unid. dolphin >3 1:11 27 32.66 -91 30.04 1:40
27-May unid. dolphin >3 4:39 27 34.99 -91 14.99 5:51
27-May unid. dolphin >3 6:35 27 37.19 -91 0.34 10:58
27-May unid. dolphin >3 12:50 27 41.50 -90 46.43 13:16
27-May Stenella attenuata >3 18:01 27 47.68 -90 26.28 18:35
28-May unid. dolphin >3 1:51 28 9.31 -89 43.48 3:30
29-May unid. dolphin >3 13:21 27 58.73 -89 50.99 13:40
31-May unid. dolphin >3 0:38 29 9.76 -87 33.04 0:46
31-May unid. dolphin >3 4:20 29 3.57 -87 23.56 5:47
31-May unid. dolphin >3 7:28 28 55.81 -87 16.11 7:44
31-May Stenella attenuata >3 14:25 28 34.10 -86 54.29 ~15:00
31-May unid. dolphin >3 18:13 28 31.12 -86 53.01 18:38
1-Jun unid. dolphin >3 1:45 28 5.71 -86 42.69 4:57
6-Jun unid. dolphin >3 0:32 28 43.83 -88 54.19 ~01:00
6-Jun unid. dolphin >3 10:31 28 18.18 -89 16.00 10:54
7-Jun blackfish/unid. cetacean >3 4:56 28 13.16 -89 44.48 ~0525 not sighted by visual, probable blackfish

10-Jun unid. dolphin >3 2:14 28 18.55 -89 18.74 ~02:30
10-Jun unid. dolphin >3 4:35 28 19.77 -89 22.63 4:46
12-Jun Stenella attenuata  and Tursiops truncatus 150 17:45 28 52.33 88 24.23 11:08 spinner dolphins (with possible Tursiops  mixed in)
13-Jun unid. dolphin >3 15:20 28 14.95 -89 23.85 15:30
16-Jun probable blackfish >3 15:04 28 0.03 89 51.88 15:31 probable blackfish, possible Pseudorca crassidens
17-Jun unid. dolphin >3 11:12 27 57.23 -89 37.73 11:22

Total Detections = 26

*Best estimate of group size:  if more than 3 animals detected, value is given as ">3"



Appendix 6.  Acoustic detections of seismic activity. Signals were monitored for 1 minute every 15 minutes 
by a bio-acoustics observer.

Index GMT Seismic whales heard? group size
1 5/26/04 4:17 AM 1 no
2 5/26/04 4:32 AM 2 no
3 5/26/04 5:15 AM 3 no
4 5/26/04 5:53 AM 3 no
5 5/26/04 6:03 AM 4 no
6 5/26/04 6:14 AM 3 no
7 5/26/04 6:15 AM 4 no
8 5/26/04 6:29 AM 4 no
9 5/26/04 6:48 AM 2 no

10 5/26/04 7:02 AM 1 no
11 5/26/04 7:15 AM 2 no
12 5/26/04 7:31 AM 3 no
13 5/26/04 7:46 AM 3 no
15 5/26/04 8:15 AM 1 no
16 5/26/04 8:32 AM 1 no
17 5/26/04 8:45 AM 2 no
18 5/26/04 8:59 AM 2 no
19 5/26/04 9:18 AM 2 no
20 5/26/04 9:32 AM 2 no
21 5/26/04 9:45 AM 1 no
22 5/26/04 10:00 AM 2 no
23 5/26/04 10:15 AM 1 no
25 5/26/04 10:44 AM 2 no
26 5/26/04 10:59 AM 2 no
27 5/26/04 11:15 AM 1 no
28 5/26/04 11:30 AM 1 no
29 5/26/04 11:46 AM 1 no
30 5/26/04 12:00 PM 1 no
31 5/26/04 12:15 PM 1 no
45 5/26/04 9:15 PM 1 no
46 5/26/04 9:29 PM 1 no
49 5/26/04 10:15 PM 1 no
50 5/26/04 10:29 PM 1 no
51 5/26/04 10:45 PM 1 no
53 5/26/04 11:15 PM 1 no
54 5/26/04 11:31 PM 1 no
55 5/26/04 11:45 PM 1 no
56 5/27/04 12:00 AM 1 no
58 5/27/04 12:31 AM 1 no
59 5/27/04 12:47 AM 1 no
60 5/27/04 1:01 AM 1 no
62 5/27/04 1:31 AM 1 no
63 5/27/04 1:46 AM 1 no
65 5/27/04 2:13 AM 1 no
67 5/27/04 2:46 AM 2 no
68 5/27/04 2:48 AM 2 no
69 5/27/04 2:59 AM 2 no
71 5/27/04 3:34 AM 1 no
77 5/27/04 4:38 AM 1 no
78 5/27/04 5:03 AM 1 no
79 5/27/04 5:15 AM 1 no
80 5/27/04 5:30 AM 1 no
83 5/27/04 6:15 AM 1 no
86 5/27/04 6:59 AM 1 no
87 5/27/04 7:19 AM 1 no
88 5/27/04 7:30 AM 3 no
89 5/27/04 7:45 AM 4 no
90 5/27/04 8:10 AM 3 no
91 5/27/04 8:30 AM 3 no
92 5/27/04 8:45 AM 4 no
93 5/27/04 9:00 AM 4 no
94 5/27/04 9:15 AM 4 no
95 5/27/04 9:30 AM 3 no
96 5/27/04 9:45 AM 3 no
97 5/27/04 10:00 AM 3 no
98 5/27/04 10:16 AM 3 no



Index GMT Seismic whales heard? group size
99 5/27/04 10:30 AM 4 no

100 5/27/04 10:47 AM 4 no
101 5/27/04 11:00 AM 3 no
102 5/27/04 11:17 AM 3 no
103 5/27/04 11:37 AM 1 no
104 5/27/04 11:41 AM 4 no
105 5/27/04 11:55 AM 4 no
106 5/27/04 12:17 PM 4 no
107 5/27/04 12:30 PM 4 no
109 5/27/04 12:47 PM 3 no
111 5/27/04 1:00 PM 1 no
113 5/27/04 1:32 PM 3 no
114 5/27/04 1:50 PM 2 no
115 5/27/04 2:04 PM 2 no
123 5/27/04 7:15 PM 1 no
124 5/27/04 7:29 PM 1 no
125 5/27/04 7:44 PM 1 no
171 5/28/04 11:20 AM 1 yes >5
175 5/28/04 12:31 PM 2 yes >5
177 5/28/04 1:00 PM 2 yes >5
178 5/28/04 1:17 PM 1 yes >5
183 5/28/04 2:34 PM 2 yes 3
184 5/28/04 2:47 PM 1 yes 2
185 5/28/04 3:00 PM 1 no
186 5/28/04 3:16 PM 1 no
246 5/29/04 7:45 AM 1 no
247 5/29/04 8:00 AM 1 no
251 5/29/04 9:02 AM 2 yes 2
252 5/29/04 9:20 AM 1 yes 2
253 5/29/04 9:33 AM 1 yes 2
254 5/29/04 9:45 AM 1 yes 2

1224 6/16/04 3:17 PM 1 no
1225 6/16/04 3:31 PM 1 no

Total seismic activity detections 99


